
‘‘I
t’s a new era in fashion - there are no rules. It’s all 
about the individual and personal style, wearing 
high-end, low-end, classic labels, and up-and-
coming designers all together.”  These are the words 
of Alexander McQueen, a man at the veritable heart 
of the fashion industry who evidently knew a thing 
or two about his trade. Long has the dominating 

ideology of the fashion world leant towards the new 
and innovative, attempting to capture, draw, design and 
sell the zeitgeist. However, what makes a designer label 
a mainstay of this multi-million pound industry? With 
apparently successful or well-known names disappearing 
overnight – Isaac Mizrahi a notable example – what 
follows is an exploration of some of the most exciting 
new designer labels working in the fashion world today. 
Brands that have thrived or made a name for themselves 
in the harshest of economic climates.

Amy-Louise RobeRts explores some of the 
newest and brightest brands inhabiting the fashion 

scene and asks what constitutes a successful 
designer label

new kids on
the bLock
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Tiger of Sweden
Tiger of sweden is a brand on the precipice of 
the London Fashion scene. With new flagship 
stores opening in both canary Wharf and 
piccadilly, this brand, previously only available 
at selfridges and Marks & spencer, looks set to 
become a household name. Originally founded in 
1903, this is a label for whom reinvention is key 
to lasting success. A revamp in 1993 culminated 
in a new approach to work apparel, moving away 
from the designs of previous decades in which 
straight, smart ensembles were the dominating 
style. Today the brand talks about ‘taking the 
suit out of the bank and into the streets’ creating 
a more relaxed approach to formal wear; so 
jackets can be worn without ties and work well 
with jeans, for instance. for Tiger of sweden, 
stylish comfort is the order of the day.   
D tigerofsweden.co.uk



ViCoMTe A
Vicomte A is a classic french brand headed-
up by designer and entrepreneur Arthur de 
soultrait, who founded the company in 2004 
after the organisation in which he was an 
intern went bankrupt. After a spate of selling 
ties in New york city, soultrait envisioned 
Vicomte A –  a solution to his situation. The 
signature style of this continental label with 
its slight anarchistic edge is both informed by 
and in deference to the aristocratic background 
of the french horse-racing society, in which 
Arthur and his brother were raised. Typified by 
a mixture of core separates that typify dapper 
attire and characterised by bold, block colours 
its branding and styling has a refreshing 
rebellious slant. The opening of its now highly 
successful London store on chelsea’s Kings 
road last December caused quite the stir too, 
attended by the likes of pippa Middleton who, 
according to reports, entertained attendees 
with a spate of upholstery-mounted dancing 
as the night reached its somewhat messier 
conclusion.  
D vicomte-a.com
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edwin
edwin is a Tokyo-born, denim-centric brand 
first established in 1947, that is now bringing 
its tried and tested approach to the european 
market. Its flagship Shoreditch store, in the 
heart of one of London’s most trendy districts, 
opened in the early months of last year, 
and with countless other uK and european 
stockists and further branches in countries 
like Austria and switzerland planned, a global 
takeover seems to be on its way. founded by 
the enigmatically-named Mr. Tsunemi, who 
began by using American denim to create his 
products before it was readily available in 
Japan, in the 1970s Edwin became the first to 
champion the stonewashed denim look that 
has become a mainstay of the contemporary 
fashion world. The rest of its range and style 
is similarly rugged, consisting of its trademark 
jeans and jackets as well as collarless shirts, 
t-shirts and caps.
D edwin-europe.com 



PATriCk HellMAnn
Hailed as the German Tom ford, patrick 
Hellmann is a designer that oozes style and 
luxury. Famed now for suits fit for a Russian 
president, (Vladimir putin has been seen in 
this label on a number of occasions), this is a 
brand for the most discerning of fashionable 
men. With immaculately cut and tailored suits 
in luxurious fabrics, relaxed casual wear and 
intricately-crafted accessories, as well as a line 
of indulgent homewares and an interior design 
arm, the brand has graduated effortlessly from 
fashion to lifestyle. Visit their newly opened 
store on st James street for proof.
D patrick-hellmann.com 
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beSPoken CloTHierS
“If a guy comes in wearing his A.p.c. jeans, we 
want him to buy our shirts and a jacket and 
wear it all together.” A sentiment which typifies 
Bespoken clothiers, a brand at the core of 
quality-made fashion, with an edgy playful 
outlook. created by brothers Liam and sammy 
fayed in 2008, whose father owns Turnbull and 
Asser, this New york-based brand specialises in 
savile row-inspired suits and shirts and ties of 
impeccable quality. A younger, more rock and roll 
version of the brand now owned by their dad, the 
trademarks here are fitting and tailoring, both 
of which are at the forefront of the Bespoken 
collection, creating an optimum blend of up-
to-the-minute and vintage work wear for city 
slickers. 
D bespokenclothiers.com
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